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Vehicle Interior Noise Simulation VINS

as a production vehicle development tool（First Report）
Klaus Wolff 1） Peter Genender 2） Fabienne Pichot 3) Georg Eisele 4)

This article describes vehicle development processes with special emphasis on the NVH
aspects of the development. A key portion of the NVH development process is the use of an
approach called Vehicle Interior Noise Simulation (VINS) to satisfy different needs during the
development process. VINS is based on an analytical method which divides the total interior
noise into audible noise shares from different paths. VINS also allows for each path to be
further broken down into source and transfer function components, so that the vehicle’s NVH
behavior can be understood and optimized. VINS establishes a highly effective platform for
dedicated assessment of simulation and physical test results, benchmarking, target-setting
and countermeasures in the entire development process from concept to production.
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1．INTRODUCTION

2．NVH-DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Short development times with rising target values
and an increasing number of vehicle versions require
using effective technologies and processes in today’s
automobile development process. The Vehicle Interior
Noise Simulation VINS [1], [2] is an innovative
methodology, developed by FEV to satisfy the needs
of the vehicle NVH development process. VINS is
based on an analytical method that partitions the
overall vehicle interior noise into audible noise
components of various paths.
In addition, the
influence of various sub-components in each path are
further understood, so that the true NVH optimization
potential of a vehicle can be realized. The following
sections describe the details of the technique and its
application in the vehicle NVH development process．

The development process of advanced vehicles
takes approximately three years. Key milestones are
the
various
vehicle
generations
of
the
„predecessor“ to „mule“, which proves new
technology in old sheet metal, „prototype vehicle“ and
„preproduction vehicle“ up to „production vehicle“, see
Fig 1.
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Fig. 1: NVH-Development Process

In the concept phase during the early development,
vehicle related targets are determined in requirement
specifications. The target setting is done based on the
evolution of the predecessor and on analysis of
competitors. In order to check the concepts in the
predevelopment phase besides modification of the
predecessor vehicle, predominantly calculation
methods are used, which allows for concept studies.
Utilizing the simulation results in conjunction with the
VINS process, the value of each NVH concept
analyzed can be examined critically to understand
their contribution to the interior noise.
The vehicle related targets will be cascaded to
various modules and components (e.g. body, engine,
powertrain, chassis, intake and exhaust systems, etc.)
and will be used as component level development
goals by the associated suppliers on their own
responsibility.
In the phase of problem analysis and trouble
shooting beginning with vehicle availability it has to be
regarded that the total vehicle acoustic has complex
interactions of various components and vehicle
characteristics that can result in unique NVH issues.
Certain acoustic features are determined by the
physical interaction in the overall vehicle and are not
describable by simple composition of defined
component characteristics. These characteristics are
to be refined by prioritizing the vehicle NVH issues
and attacking them systematically using the VINS
process at all prototype stages of the vehicle
development process.

3. VEHICLE INTERIOR NOISE
SIMULATION (VINS)
The Vehicle Interior Noise Simulation (VINS) divides
the total interior noise in the matrix-like vertical plane
(noise contributions of various paths) and in the
horizontal plane (noise source and multi-structured
transfer functions), Fig 2. While the airborne noise
contributions are transmitted by a single airborne
noise transfer functions, the structureborne noise
transfer function results from the interlinking of mount
transmissibility, apparent mass and body transfer
functions.

Fig. 2: Principle of Vehicle Interior Noise Simulation VINS

By using VINS dominant noise contributions can be
detected as well as transfer path analysis performed
regarding discrete noise problems. The VINS process
results in an improved understanding of the NVH
issues allowing for appropriate action items assigned
to key areas/suppliers. In addition, the availability of
audio files from each noise share allows for listening
studies aimed at obtaining subjective impressions of
vehicle sound quality.
In Fig 3 -5 the interior noise contributions of the
predecessor, the prototype vehicle as well as the
pre-production vehicle are illustrated as color
spectrograms over speed and frequency. The
vehicles are driven by a turbocharged four-cylinder
Diesel engine. The airborne shares of the intake and
exhaust orifice and the powertrain radiation as well as
the structure borne shares from the powertrain
mounts and the driveline mounts are compared to the
overall interior noise „VINS“.

Fig. 3: Interior Noise Shares of Predecessor Vehicle at Full
Load

The noise shares of the predecessor vehicle and
first prototype basically bear high resemblance.
Beside a resonance in the intake orifice noise at 60
Hz, which has to be reduced in the further
development process, the intake and exhaust noise
shares in the interior of the vehicle are low– a typical
result for turbocharged engines. In comparison with
the predecessor the exhaust orifice noise could be
reduced at the prototype. The engine airborne noise
shows primarily high frequency contributions. The
structureborne noise through the powertrain mounts,
appears relevant only in high speed range over 3000
engine rpm. Also these two noise contributions are
reduced at the prototype in comparison to the
predecessor vehicle. Attention should be paid to the
induced structureborne noise at the rear axle
differential, as it determines the overall interior noise
of the prototype vehicle as shown below on the right
side. In fact there are frequency shifts in comparison
to the predecessor, but the basically constructive
difficulties are given by the predecessor and need
further optimization, realized in the pilot-production
vehicle.

Fig. 4: Interior Noise Shares of Prototype Vehicle at Full
Load
Fig. 5: Interior Noise Shares of Pilot Production Vehicle at
Full Load

Figures 3-5 show the noise splitting into five
reasonable categories. For continuing analysis the
noise splitting will be further detailed; for instance
powertrain mounts will be sub-divided into engine
mount right, left and transmission mount, and then
further split in the spatial direction x, y and z. As and
where possible, the data will be compared to
corresponding scatterbands from FEV’s database of
other vehicles, so that reasons for critical noise path
can be identified and the vehicle can be optimized for
its NVH behavior.
Modern NVH-development work includes specific
cross-linking of calculation and testing methods and
solves the total tasks by using their particular
strengths. For instance, multi-body simulations are
used to calculate the powertrain vibration at the
mounting locations, while one-dimensional fluid
dynamic calculations are used to predict and optimize
the orifice noise sources (intake and exhaust).
Structural calculation with the finite element method
describes the acoustic body behavior with subsequent
panel contribution analysis.

masking effects of various noise contributions are
worth mentioning. A too stringent development
according the target values leads to either acoustic
over-engineering in several areas, with downside of
costs, weight and package, or the actual vehicle NVH
weakness could be ignored. In fact in the
development process it is necessary to adjust the
interplay of all noise sources like a conductor, so that
it becomes pleasant for the vehicle occupants, see
Fig 6.

Fig. 6: Conductor as Key Function in the Interplay of
Single Noise Sources

4. TARGET VALUE DEFINITION AND
ACHIEVEMENT
It is challenging to describe the acoustic target
values of a vehicle in an objective way. But in an early
development phase this is necessary, in order to set
boundary conditions for developing single modules
and components – also with regard to choosing
suppliers and development partners. The target
values, given as limiting values or lines over
frequency or engine speed, can be obtained in
various ways. Should target values of the predecessor
vehicle be available, they will be adopted and
adjusted, as appropriate. Once the interior noise
targets are established, targets for powertrain
excitation and vehicle transfer functions are cascaded.
All procedures used in the target setting stage will
show weaknesses, because the full complexity of
interior vehicle acoustics cannot be considered at this
early stage. As two examples the interlinked
cooperation of several transfer functions as well as

To achieve the goal of pleasant NVH integration,
the VINS process plays a vital role, because the noise
contributions from various sources will be audible and
tunable. In the project steering committee the single
components, modules or vehicle characteristics will
be analyzed and evaluated by using the traffic lights
system, i.e., red, yellow and green. Traffic light cards
built on the basis of VINS, can support the NVH
development process, as shown in Fig 7.

5. FUTURE PROSPECTS
The VINS methodology can be successfully applied
in a various stages of the vehicle development
process. At present the concept of VINS has been
extended to Vehicle Exterior Noise Simulation (VENS
[3]), where the airborne transfer functions are not
constant because of moving sound source. In addition,
the success of VINS for powertrain noise refinement
has led to the development of CHASSIS-VINS [4] for
optimization of road-induced noise. Both VENS and
CHASSIS-VINS are currently being used to solve
specific NVH issues.
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Fig. 7: VINS Traffic Light Evaluation of Noise Paths
and Transfer Functions
Finally, subjective vehicle evaluations in test driving is
a necessity, particularly the ear outclasses all present
measuring instruments because of its capability.
Experienced acoustic engineers are able to detect
weak spots and to allocate the originator to the
acoustic pattern. In addition test drives result in
realistic information concerning levels, operating
frequency,
reproducibility,
dependence
on
environmental conditions and the customer relevance
of acoustic phenomena. Therefore, frequent test
drives are essential also in times of rising virtual
development expenditures. Often subjective rating
scores will be used in the international rating-method
of 1 to 10. Despite the importance of subjective
ratings, a combination of subjective ratings and
objective data is necessary to ensure good NVH
development. The results of objective data and
subjective drives can be used to employ the VINS
process under specific customer complaint type
situations, so that the vehicle can be further refined.
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